Analyte discrimination from chemiresistor response kinetics.
Chemiresistors are polymer-based sensors that transduce the sorption of a volatile organic compound into a resistance change. Like other polymer-based gas sensors that function through sorption, chemiresistors can be selective for analytes on the basis of the affinity of the analyte for the polymer. However, a single sensor cannot, in and of itself, discriminate between analytes, since a small concentration of an analyte that has a high affinity for the polymer might give the same response as a high concentration of another analyte with a low affinity. In this paper we use a field-structured chemiresistor to demonstrate that its response kinetics can be used to discriminate between analytes, even between those that have identical chemical affinities for the polymer phase of the sensor. The response kinetics is shown to be independent of the analyte concentration, and thus the magnitude of the sensor response, but is found to vary inversely with the analyte's saturation vapor pressure. Saturation vapor pressures often vary greatly from analyte to analyte, so analysis of the response kinetics offers a powerful method for obtaining analyte discrimination from a single sensor.